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1.a)what were the reasons for the development of
the East African coastal states?
b.) What were the main features of life in these
places during the same period?
2.Describe the trade on the East African coast
before 1500AD?

b) what were the effects of this trade on the East
African coast?
3.For what reasons did the Arabs come to the East
African coast?
b)what changes were created on the coast by the
Arabs?
4.Explain the rise and development of the
kiswahili culture at the East African coast before
1500AD
b)How did Islam influence the lives of the coastal
people by 1500AD?
5 Why did sayyyid said move his capital from
Muscat to Zanzibar?
b) what changes did he introduce in Zanzibar?
6.How did Sayyid said settle the Busaid Mazrui
conflict?
b)What changes did he introduce in Zanzibar?
7.What were the origins of Bunyoro_ Kitara
kingdom?
b)Describe the political and social organization of
the empire
8.Who were the Bachwezi?
b)Describe their achievement in the history of East
Africa.

9.Describe the rise and expansion of the kingdom
of Buganda up to 1850.
b)why did it become powerful during this period?
10.How was Mirambo able to build a strong
empire?
11.Describe the Migration of the Ngoni into East
Africa around 1820-1860.
b)why did they have to Leave their homeland?
12.what led to the development of the Long
distance trade in East Africa?
b)What impact did the Trade have on the East
African societies?
13.Describe the steps taken by the British to
abolish slave trade in East Africa.
b)why did the Abolition of Slave trade in East
Africa prove So difficult before 1873?
14.Describe the Christian missionary activities in
Buganda before 1900.
b)What were the results of their activities during
the same period?
15why were different European countries
interested in East Africa during the 19th century
b)what role did charted companies place in the
colonisation of East Africa?

16.what were the W'Fransa and W'ingeleza wars
In uganda
b)what were the effects of these wars on the
people of Uganda up to 1962?
17.Describe the methods used by the British to
establish their rule over Uganda.
b)Why did the British apply indirect rule?
18.why did the Germans apply Direct rule in
Tanganyika?
b) How did the system of administration affect the
people of Tanganyika?
19.why did Ssemeyi Kakungulu collaborate with
the British?
b)What were the results of his collaboration?
20.Explain the causes of the conflicts between the
Nandi And the British between A.D1885 and1906.
b)Why did the British take long to defeat the
Nandi?
21.why was the Buganda agreement of 1900
signed?
b)what were the results of this Agreement?
22Why did the Kabaka Crisis take place in 1953?
b)How did the crisis affect the people of Buganda
up to 1963?

23.Why was Kenya developed into a settler
colony?
b)what problems were faced by settler Farmers in
Kenya.?
24Why did the British introduce cash crop
economy in Uganda?
b)Describe the development of cash crops in
Tanganyika between 1900-1945
25.Explain the factors responsible for the growth
of nationalism in East Africa between 1939 and
1950
b) What problems did the nationalists face?
26.Outline the stages in the achievement of the
independence in Uganda from 1945-1962
27.Why were political parties formed?
b)Explain the roles of political parities
28.What contributed to the growth of Nationalism
in East Africa between 1945-1960.
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Strategies to the best revision
*read and understand the topic
*close the book and see if you can recall what you
have read
*Try out various qns and seek a teachers guidance

“DO YOU’RE BEST AND LIVE THE REST TO
GOD”
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